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Screen Mirroring
Wireless  two-way touch 
project ion software

Digital whiteboard 
software

Mobi le  device 
interact ion software

Japanese Brand

ANSHI Touch Interactive Whiteboard

ANSHI Touch brings together a wide range of equipment applied in the conference room :
Digital whiteboard, wireless two-way touch projection and screens for video conferencing. 
With its Built-in Windows PC design, making the meeting room more simplistic and elegant. 
4K anti-glare screen of high precision and resolution achieves ultra-high definition and low reflection. 
Multiple USB and video input/output ports are available for easy sharing during meetings.

Built-in PC Module

ANSHI Touch has a slot-in PC 
computer on the side, which 
can be customized the specifi-
cation according to customer 
needs, the embedded design 
helps cordless experience.

Software commonly used in 
Windows systems is supported 
that you can operate without 
re-learning, for instance, you 
can use PowerPoint for work 
briefing / video conferencing 
with Skype.

Popular Operation System Infinite Additional Functions

The design of dual operating 
systems of Windows x Android, 
with industry-specific software, 
expands applications of ANSHI 
Touch.

What is “ANSHI Touch” Interactive Whiteboard?

ANSHI Touch comes with a variety of utility software

Whiteboard Mobile Present

Whiteboard Writing mode

Desktop mode

Support multiple OS

Write & draw on ANSHI Touch 
with a dedicated whiteboard 
pen or freehand. You can 
import a variety of materials 
such as pictures and videos, 
using features like touch 
zoom, add pages and print.

Users can freely write and 
make annotations anytime, 
screenshots can be archived.

ANSHI Touch Pre-installed Software

Project the images of laptops 
(Windows, MacOS), tablets 
and smartphones (Android, 
iOS) to ANSHI Touch wirelessly.

Software 
solutions

Hardware 
solutions

Two-way Interactive

Use ANSHI Touch to control 
the connected computers 
(Windows, MacOS supported).

Max. 4 devices could 
be displayed at the 
same time. Support  
Two-way interactive,  
in each split screen 
independently.

All functions of ANSHI Touch 
(including writing, saving) are 
displayed and operated on 
the mobile device via the 
wireless network. 

At the same time, pictures and 
videos in the mobile device 
can be quickly uploaded to 
ANSHI Touch for some instant 
introductions and discussions.

OS Supported: Android / iOS

* Support of some of the latest versions may be 
   temporarily unavailable.

Low-reflective anti-glare panel with 4K resolution New cordless experience

ANSHI Touch adopts 4K screen of ultra-high definition 
and resolution with anti-reflection function. Charts or 
small texts which could not be displayed clearly on other 
FHD displays will be perfectly displayed on ANSHI Touch.

ANSHI Touch features a built-in Windows PC design 
with a wireless interactive projection system that allows 
multiple functions with a single power cord and reduces 
the risk of tripping over the wires.

Thin tempered glass panel with Mohs hardness 7

The ANSHI Touch's display panel is made of reinforced 
glass with a Mohs hardness of 7 and is not easily 
scratched and more durable.

Multiple o/i ports

A variety of input / output ports such as USB, VGA, 
HDMI, Display port, is available for the connection to 
different devices. At the same time, it supports various 
video conferencing software and external camera.

Full HD 1920x1080 4K ANSHI Touch Normal Whiteboard ANSHI Touch Ultra-thin Design Tempered Glass Multiple interfaces
Compatible with various video 

conference software

+

Available in 55, 65, 75, 86 inches

Upload & Remote control


